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QUESTION 1

Your geographically dispersed development team is using the Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF) for Agile Software
Development 6.0 process template. You are developing an application that will function on several different types of
mobile devices. You need to ensure that developers have access to the designs for each device. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a Requirements work item type and attach the wireframe design. 

B. Print the storyboards\\' wireframe designs and tape them to the walls of the main development center. 

C. Create a new task for each wireframe design. 

D. Create wireframes in Microsoft PowerPoint and link them to the user stories. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Your development team uses the Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF) for Agile Software Development 6.0 process
template. 

You need to determine the process to obtain the most accurate estimates for each user story in your product backlog. 

What should you do? 

A. Have the development team estimate and use the longest estimates. 

B. Ask the product owner to provide the estimates. 

C. Ask the scrum master to provide estimates. 

D. Have the development team estimate until team members reach consensus. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You manage a development team by using Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2012. The development team is
made up of developers with specific skills. 

The project you are developing has the following characteristics: 

Several external dependencies exist.f 

Requirements are well defined and will not change. 
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If an external dependency on the critical path does not meet a committed to deadline, the project will be impacted. 

The impact should be identified and measured. 

You need to select the appropriate tool(s) for managing the project. 

What should you do? 

A. Use Microsoft Project to manage dependencies and integrate with TFS where needed. 

B. Use TFS with the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 2.0 project template. 

C. Use TFS with the Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF) for Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Process
Improvement 6.0 project template and the Affects link type for managing dependencies. 

D. Use TFS with the MSF for Agile Software Development 6.0 process template and the web access task board. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You manage a development team that has been assigned the task of developing a reporting application. The team
holds a kickoff meeting with the stakeholders to document user requirements. 

You review the draft requirements list that results from this meeting. You need to indicate which requirements likely will
require rework before you can send the requirements list to the development team. 

Which three actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose three.) 

A. Identify requirements that are independent of other requirements. These requirements likely will need to be integrated
with the other requirements. 

B. Identify requirements that cannot be tested easily. These requirements likely will need details to make them more
testable. 

C. Identify requirements that do not have estimates. These requirements likely will need additional details before they
can be approved. 

D. Identify requirements that depend on other requirements. These requirements likely will need to be split. 

E. Identify requirements that provide little business value. These requirements likely will need to be reconsidered. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a web application that should be automatically deployed to a standard environment, including two staging web
servers. You USE the LabDefaultTemplate.11.xaml build process template for your build definition. 
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You plan to run automated tests on the application as part of the build process. 

You need to configure the build definition to deploy the application. 

What should you do? 

A. Create deployment scripts to perform the deployment. In the Deploy section of the build process template, select
Deploy the build and specify the computer names and the scripts to be executed. 

B. In the build definition, specify the MS Build arguments as /p:DeployOnBuild=true;DeployTargetPackage. 

C. Define separate drop folders for each web server. 

D. In the build definition, specify Private Drop Location. Indicate the scripts to be executed after a successful build. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You are a technical team lead. Your company network includes a Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server
(TFS) 2012 server. 

You are assigned to work on a project with an internal development team and an off-site vendor who is new to working
with your company. 

You need to ensure that the code delivered by the off-site vendor is of an acceptable quality, conforms to standards,
and does not affect production support. 

Which three actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

Choose three.) 

A. Implement custom and standard check-in policies to force compliance to standards, passing of unit tests, and running
static code analysis. 

B. Implement a branching and permissions strategy that isolates vendor changes. 

C. Implement an email alert that is triggered when the off-site vendor\\'s developers check in code. 

D. Implement a gated check-in build. 

E. Implement a policy requiring developers to shelve their changes at the end of each day. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You are the lead software solution designer for Contoso, Ltd. You build and test software by using Microsoft Visual
Studio Premium. 
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The company is undertaking a new software project that you will design and manage. Senior management wants
stakeholders to be able to provide continuous feedback on frequent builds. 

Your team uses two-week iterations and wants to view a backlog of all functionality and bugs together. 

You need to implement a process template for the project. You want to achieve this goal by using minimal effort. 

Which process template should you use? 

A. a Scrum template 

B. a CMMI template 

C. your own custom template 

D. an Agile template 

Correct Answer: A 

Ref: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj920147.aspx 

 

QUESTION 8

You design a system architecture that specifies various inter-layer communications. 

You need to ensure the validity of developers\\' code against your architecture. Which two actions should you perform?
(Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Create a layer diagram and specify the valid namespaces for each layer. 

B. Create a gated check-in that runs a build that validates the rules defined in the layer diagram. 

C. Use the architecture explorer to create a DGML model of the architecture. 

D. Create a gated check-in that uses Code Analysis. 

E. Create a gated check-in that runs a build that validates the rules defined in the DGML model. 

Correct Answer: AB 

You can perform layer validation every time that you run a local build. If your team uses Team Foundation Build, you
can perform layer validation with gated check-ins, which you can specify by creating a custom MSBuild task, and use
build reports to collect validation errors. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/dd409395.aspx 

 

QUESTION 9

You create a layered web application. The service layer includes a suite of nUnit tests for the code. The web application
contains JavaScript and has no tests. 

You configure a build agent running as a service and create an automated build. 

You need to include unit testing in the development and automated build of the application. You need to achieve this
goal with the least amount of impact to the development team. 
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Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Configure the build to use the existing nUnit tests. 

B. Create QUnit tests to test the Javascript in the web application. 

C. Use Coded UI Tests to test the JavaScript in the web application. 

D. Convert all the nUnit tests for the business logic layer into MSTests. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Your team uses Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) to manage the software development process.
You are using the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum process template on your TFS Team Project. 

Your product owner adds new product backlog items to your backlog. 

You need to estimate how many sprints are necessary to complete the work in your backlog. 

You have set a value for the Effort field for each product backlog item found in your backlog as a first step. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 11

You manage several developers who are working on multiple applications. 

A business analyst requests an audit trail of work item changes for all prospective releases. 

You need to implement a strategy to provide the audit trail. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

Choose two.) 

A. Enable a check-in policy that requires a successful build prior to check-in. 

B. Enable a check-in policy that requires a work item be associated with the check-in. 

C. Enable static code analysis during the automated build. 

D. Require developers to update the comments field of their tasks with details of any code changes for their tasks. 

E. Request that developers enter the work item ID in the check-in comments for any code changes they make. 

F. Enable the automated build option to associate work items with the build. 

Correct Answer: BF 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A development team is attempting to use Scrum as its process framework. You join the team as the new scrum master. 

During a meeting, a developer states that his "task is done." 

You need to describe to the team how the word "done" relates to Scrum. 
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What should you do? 

A. The word "done" indicates that code has been approved for release to production. 

B. The word "done" indicates that code compiles and has been unit tested. 

C. The word "done" indicates that code has been approved through testing and quality assurance. 

D. The word "done" must be defined, communicated, and agreed to by the team. 

Correct Answer: D 

The Definition of "Done" is a simple, auditable checklist created by the Development Team. It must be understandable
by the Product Owner, the Scrum Master, and any stakeholders. Professional Scrum Development with Microsoft Visual
Studio 2012 p.36 
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